Northeastern students have the edge in the real world—and it’s because of experiential education. Since 1909, co-op has integrated focused study and work, bringing students a powerful learning experience and a seamless college-to-career transition. Our graduates know how to translate their skills to match employers’ needs and have the resumes to prove it.

Now, the challenge. Most of the university’s more than 3,000 co-op employers around the world provide compensation to students in full-time, professional roles. However, certain worthy organizations—startup companies, public service agencies, and nonprofit organizations, to name a few—are unable to offer full salaries. Some pay nothing at all due to severe budget constraints or laws that prohibit the hiring of noncitizens.

Northeastern University invites alumni, parents, and other supporters to help fund these co-op experiences, opening doors to some of the most meaningful and challenging co-ops a student can have.

SPECIAL FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

**Startup co-ops.** Entrepreneurship is a hallmark of the Northeastern ethos. By working alongside the founders of fledgling companies like 88 Acres and New Grounds Food, students learn how a business is born and nurtured. Students may also take a co-op to hone and launch their own companies, like Pickasound or ScholarJet. Your gifts make immersive co-ops feasible at promising ventures that lack the funds to pay full salaries.

**Research co-ops.** Students eager to create new knowledge have abundant research co-ops to choose from—from studying rising ocean temperatures in Antarctica to conducting behavioral neuroscience research at Children’s Hospital of Costa Rica. You can help them hone a passion for discovery in the sciences and humanities with gifts that supplement modest stipends.

**International co-ops.** Growing numbers of students are eager to work and study abroad, but some are discouraged by high travel and living costs. With your support, international experiences will help more students explore other lands, languages, and cultures while becoming true global citizens.

**Public service co-ops.** Co-ops enable students to serve and shape society, help those in need, and implement solutions to pressing issues. Northeastern students are making their mark in all sectors—from the White House to the Scottish Parliament, from the Museum of Fine Arts Boston to NASA, from the World Food Programme to National Geographic. But we need you to help us continue to offer these transformational experiences.

**JULIAN YEBOAH, S’20**

“I chose Northeastern because of co-op. As a biology major and behavioral neuroscience minor, I hope to work in a hospital setting doing applied research on brain disorders. I also want to make an impact on the next generation by continuing to push for technological, medical, and social advances.”
What defines experiential learning at Northeastern? It’s an invitation for students to step outside their comfort zone and shine. It’s a chance to apply academic concepts to the real world—and to bring lessons learned back to the classroom. It’s an opportunity to develop deeper insights and build leadership skills. Gifts for co-ops do far more than help meet students’ bottom line: They recognize potential, reward achievement, and attract a student body that rises to meet society’s most pressing challenges.

As our students move, with your help, from the classroom to the workplace, they gain a nuanced view of the world and their ability to shape it. Your investment in cooperative education at Northeastern will benefit a new generation—and through it, our shared future.

### OUR COMMITMENT TO STUDENTS

**TAYLOR WILDE, E’19**

“My co-op wouldn’t have been possible without my Fung Scholarship, which provided financial support to live and do research abroad. I wanted to work overseas, explore a new country, and gain experiences in a different cultural environment.”

**COLLEEN GALLAGHER, E’18**

“Working for a major toy corporation, I learned the significance of cost engineering. I had to find ways to use cool technology for a better play experience, but in the least expensive way possible.”

### WHY SUPPORT CO-OP AT NORTHEASTERN?

When it comes to giving students opportunities to put knowledge into practice, there’s simply no place like Northeastern. While many universities invite students to pursue summer internships, Northeastern co-ops enable students to integrate up to three six-month periods of full-time employment into their course of study. As a result, our graduates excel at managing their careers and lives—and contribute to their world. They know exactly where they want to go, and they have the skills, credentials, and confidence to get there.

### THE NORTHEASTERN ADVANTAGE

**TOP 4**

For 11 consecutive years, Princeton Review has ranked Northeastern among the nation’s top four universities for career services

**93%**

of graduates are employed full time or in graduate school within nine months of graduation

**1st**

national ranking for internship and co-op programs by Princeton Review